The Future of Long-Term Care

Premier Long-Term Care Communication Software

Speed Script LTC is the premier, ideal electronic communication mechanism for long-term care providers. Fully equipped with Drug Pass and eMAR solutions for nurses, physicians, therapists and clinicians who want to:

- enhance communication between clinicians, pharmacies, and long-term care facilities
- reduce clinical paperwork redundancy and turn-around time
- improve resident charting accuracy and efficiency
- avoid medical errors by utilizing barcode technology, pill image, Rx verification and drug interaction monitoring

Software as a Service
Using Speed Script LTC – The Future of Long-Term Care

How do you communicate more effectively with the long-term care facilities you serve while reducing phone, fax and email interactions at your pharmacy?

Simple! Introducing Speed Script LTC – an eMAR solution.

Speed Script LTC is the latest addition to our line of pharmacy services that enable your pharmacy staff to save precious time while improving patient care and increasing productivity. SSLTC was designed specifically to meet the unique challenges presented by long-term care environments and to enhance the communication between long-term care facilities and the dispensing pharmacy. Combining the power of Speed Script Pharmacy Software and Speed Script LTC, the ultimate in patient care can be delivered.
Automate LTC Medication Administration Requests

Speed Script LTC was created with the needs of both the LTC facility and dispensing pharmacy in mind. SSLTC enhances the relationship between long-term care facilities and dispensing pharmacies by reducing the number of hours spent on patient medical documentation. SSLTC, a user-friendly, electronic interface, allows immediate access to clinical information needed to provide the highest level of patient care.

Benefits of Electronic, Remote Medication Administration Requests Using a Basic Computer System

- Eliminates wasted paper, interruptive phone interactions, blurry faxes and email requests
- Eliminates rekeying of data at the pharmacy location
- Improves pharmacy/facility/patient relationship management
- Speeds up patient point-of-care response time using Internet connectivity and data synchronization technology
- Maximizes point-of-care due to increased productivity and availability of medical information
- Speed Script LTC provides electronic communication between long-term care facilities and dispensing pharmacies via secure, web based software that runs on laptops, tablets and smart phones and can be accessed anywhere a high-speed Internet connection is available.
- Speed Script LTC incorporates security measures and role-based data access permissions, allowing facility staff to view appropriate data and submit requests for modifications to the pharmacy. Role guidelines include: prescriber, external prescriber, nurse, administrator, care-giver and viewer

LTC facilities can view and request changes to:

- Patient information:
  - Wing, room, bed, demographics, admittance date, primary and alternate physician and Medicare/Medicaid number
  - Transfer, discharge and readmit patients

- Therapeutic information:
  - Level of care, rehab potential, prognosis, diseases, allergies, diagnoses, diet, activities and treatment orders

- Medication history:
  - Review current medications and medication history
  - Build & submit new medication orders as well as medication refill requests
  - Submit medication discontinuation orders
  - Track external medications and Drug Pass actions

- Robust, on-demand sorting and reporting features
  - Print med-sheets, MARs, physician orders and standing orders at the facility location
  - Generate and print patient lists, prescription history, activities, medical charts including behavior/intervention monthly flow record, physician & treatment orders, diets, and changes to patient records

LTC Facility Perks

Long-term care clinicians and paraprofessionals can remotely access resident care records using the latest mobile technology (laptops, tablets, smart phones) and document at the point-of-care, saving time and improving accuracy

Electronic prescribing with interfaces to Speed Script Pharmacy Software

Drug pass functionality featuring electronic notes, PRN result documentation and history

eMAR production from daily drug pass data collected and entered into SSLTC software

Enables the facility and/or the prescriber to produce and send an electronic prescription profile summary to the physician or home health agency

Provides electronic medication order request functionality and clinician documentation such as single and batch refill requests and/or batch discontinuation

“Please hold while I check…”
“Leave a message and…”
Not anymore!

Automate, communicate and simplify with SSLTC!
Remote Application Ease…

Easy to learn and use, Speed Script LTC delivers the productivity and accuracy demanded by long-term-care facilities. The framework helps pharmacy staff avoid work interruptions and focus on prescription volume. Speed Script LTC provides control over how data is viewed, accessed, and modified on an individual basis – by user and facility.

…with Proven Accuracy and Reliability

Secure, HIPAA/HITECH compliant, password protected information ensures the highest levels of data integrity. With Speed Script LTC, long-term care facilities and pharmacy staff members always work with the most current data available providing maximum accuracy and the best patient care.

Speed Script Nursing Home software notifies the pharmacy when long-term care requests are available. Once the requests are reviewed and accepted by the pharmacy, both systems are updated and remain current for the next round of requests.

Speed Script LTC Workflow

Utilizing Speed Script’s hosted, secure Virtual Private Network (VPN) and SaaS solution, pharmacies are able to communicate with LTC facilities without the need to install expensive server grade hardware in the facility and with minimal startup costs.

With two basic requirements, Speed Script pharmacy management software in the pharmacy and a PC or mobile device with high speed Internet connectivity in the LTC facility, both businesses have the ability to communicate electronically.

- **FACILITY**
  - uses SSLTC to manage residents and transmit electronic requests

- **SSLTC**
  - enables communication between the facility and pharmacy by sending the requests

- **PHARMACY**
  - staff members electronically accept, reject, or modify the requests using Speed Script PMS

- **SSLTC**
  - SSLTC accepts responses from the pharmacy, ultimately keeping both systems up-to-date

Speed Script LTC transmits facility requests to the pharmacy request queue using patented data synching technology that provides the pharmacy with the ability to service multiple LTC facilities from one central location. While processing new prescription requests, pharmacy technicians have the opportunity to substitute or change a request before filling it. Both the pharmacy management system and the information viewable at the facility are synched, providing accurate, up-to-date information - ultimately increasing patient care.

Automated, resident-specific point-of-care checks including adverse drug, disease, and allergy interactions as well as duplicate therapies

View and print drug monographs, check for drug/drug interactions, and perform NDC verification with pill image recognition

Staff members spend less time manually entering data and more time providing quality resident care

With Speed Script LTC, greater accuracy and workflow efficiency can be achieved – strengthening the bottom line and improving the relationship between facilities and pharmacies

FACILITY
- uses SSLTC to manage residents and transmit electronic requests

SSLTC
- enables communication between the facility and pharmacy by sending the requests

PHARMACY
- staff members electronically accept, reject, or modify the requests using Speed Script PMS

SSLTC
- SSLTC accepts responses from the pharmacy, ultimately keeping both systems up-to-date
Residents Dashboard

SSLTC’s resident dashboard, a visual, color coded tool, ensures safe, error-free medication and order distribution by displaying medications, treatment and ancillary items for a specific med pass time/date.

Once shift times have been selected, the dashboard will display each resident’s items to be passed, including items that come from a secondary pharmacy. Items that are currently past due, or skipped, as well as PRN items missing PRN results are also displayed.

New Rx Requests

The New Prescription screen allows the user to enter a new prescription to be sent to the pharmacy. Drug-drug, drug-disease, drug-allergy and duplicate therapy interactions are shown during this process. In the event where the user is not aware of the necessary quantity to prescribe a “quantity sufficient” box can be checked. A messaging window will alert the user when a prescription has been submitted to the pharmacy, but not filled.
The Patient Information screen is jam packed with valuable resident information! Here you will see the resident’s personal and therapeutic information, orders and order types as well as the resident’s entire medication profile.

From the patient information screen, ancillary items can also be added, viewed and discontinued.

Additionally, quick action buttons are available to enter a new prescription, discontinue prescriptions, add ancillary items and print eMAR’s.

In the event where a resident would need to have prescriptions suspended or held for a medical procedure, the action can be completed and displayed in the resident’s profile.

The option to easily start a new drug pass is also available from the Patient Information screen.
Automate LTC Medication Administration Requests

Drug Pass Selection

The Drug Pass selection screen allows the LTC staff to view and pass the resident's entire list of medications, both scheduled and PRN, that can be passed within a 24-hour period. When a scheduled medication is passed it is then shown in the “processed” box with a green highlight. If a PRN medication is to be passed, a “reason code” is required. Once the PRN medication is passed, a “result” reminder is displayed in yellow to notify the LTC staff member that they must record the result.

Drug Pass Action

The Drug Pass action screen is displayed for each medication that is to be passed. Once a medication has been selected in the Drug Pass selection screen, this screen will show the resident’s personal information including allergies, wing, room, bed, height, weight and facility ID to confirm that the correct resident is receiving the correct medication prior to passing. From here the nurse can either confirm that the medication was or was not passed. A refill request can also be generated and sent to the pharmacy from this screen.
The Request History screen allows users to build and print various request types that have been submitted or rejected through the SSLTC application. The various request types include: resident (change, add, transfer, delete), prescriptions (new, refill, batch refill, discontinue), as well as any application setup/configuration changes and users added via SSLTC. These options can be filtered by date, user, status, timeframe and resident.

Medication Tools

The Tools screen provides 3 modules that staff members can use.

1. Rx/NDC Verify: If an NDC # is entered, a pill image and description is shown. If a Rx # is entered, the pill image and description is displayed plus resident information pertaining to that Rx #.
2. Drug Monographs can be searched, viewed and printed.
3. Drug-drug interactions can be searched to determine if a drug interaction will occur in the event those drugs are given together.
The Speed Script unit dose billing program allows you to fill and bill unit dose prescriptions while printing labels at the end of the month to both private charges and third parties. A sorting feature gives you the ability to display the prescriptions by patient in the same order they were printed on the med sheets. By scanning the MAR you can quickly enter the unit dose quantities used during the month.

Prescriptions can be placed “on-hold” giving you the ability to enter unit dose prescriptions that will not be filled until the end of the month.

For nursing homes using unit dose systems, you can generate a refill list and automatically fill all routine meds. The report can be sorted by drug, patient or wing/room/bed. The sort-by-drug option gives you a convenient way to fill all prescriptions for a particular drug.

Med sheets can be printed for each home and sorted by account number, name or wing/room/bed. This helps organize the sheets in the same order that the nursing home staff will use them.

All necessary information can be recorded for each patient to include the wing, room and bed, weight, height, attending and alternate physicians, skill level, admission date and number, and special fields for other information that might vary from home to home.

Speed Script gives you virtually unlimited space to record special diet instructions, diagnosis, allergies, and permitted activities for each patient. In addition, you can record unlimited physician orders, each with appropriate start and stop dates.

Both prescription and treatment orders can be given scheduled charting times that print on the med sheets. These treatments can be printed with the prescription on separate med sheets.

Each nursing home can be given default information that can be applied to each patient as needed. These include both attending and alternate physicians, skill levels, allergies, and activities, standing routine orders, and med pass times.

The nursing home package provides a very sophisticated sorting program that allows you to define the order in which the prescriptions are printed on the med sheets according to the dispensing frequencies such as QID, TID, BID, PRN, etc.

Each type of frequency can be given a med sheet pass time that is printed on the med sheet for charting. These default times can be assigned to each home as required. When needed, individual prescriptions can be placed on the med sheets in a different order and with different pass times.

Speed Script’s drug utilization review generates the necessary reports to help you provide consultation. Included are drug-disease contraindication reports, drug-drug interactions and drug-allergy screening, federal indicator guideline reviews, and medication side-effect reports.

Drug therapeutic reviews can be generated by patient or drug class. Reports by patient can provide you a review of the patient’s profile history by therapeutic class. Reports by drug class will list all patients taking specific types of medication.

The nursing home software features included in the Speed Script Pharmacy Management System are totally integrated with your patients’ prescriptions. It is designed to print MARs and physician orders at the pharmacy, and can perform all necessary drug utilization reviews. Additionally, the software supports end-of-month unit dose billing and can automatically batch fill routine meds for nursing homes.

Speed Script Pharmacy Management System - Nursing Home software features:

- The Speed Script unit dose billing program allows you to fill and bill unit dose prescriptions while printing labels at the end of the month to both private charges and third parties. A sorting feature gives you the ability to display the prescriptions by patient in the same order they were printed on the med sheets. By scanning the MAR you can quickly enter the unit dose quantities used during the month.
- Prescriptions can be placed “on-hold” giving you the ability to enter unit dose prescriptions that will not be filled until the end of the month.
- For nursing homes using unit dose systems, you can generate a refill list and automatically fill all routine meds. The report can be sorted by drug, patient or wing/room/bed. The sort-by-drug option gives you a convenient way to fill all prescriptions for a particular drug.
- Med sheets can be printed for each home and sorted by account number, name or wing/room/bed. This helps organize the sheets in the same order that the nursing home staff will use them.
- All necessary information can be recorded for each patient to include the wing, room and bed, weight, height, attending and alternate physicians, skill level, admission date and number, and special fields for other information that might vary from home to home.
- Speed Script gives you virtually unlimited space to record special diet instructions, diagnosis, allergies, and permitted activities for each patient. In addition, you can record unlimited physician orders, each with appropriate start and stop dates.
- Both prescription and treatment orders can be given scheduled charting times that print on the med sheets. These treatments can be printed with the prescription on separate med sheets.
- Each nursing home can be given default information that can be applied to each patient as needed. These include both attending and alternate physicians, skill levels, allergies, and activities, standing routine orders, and med pass times.
- The nursing home package provides a very sophisticated sorting program that allows you to define the order in which the prescriptions are printed on the med sheets according to the dispensing frequencies such as QID, TID, BID, PRN, etc.
- Each type of frequency can be given a med sheet pass time that is printed on the med sheet for charting. These default times can be assigned to each home as required. When needed, individual prescriptions can be placed on the med sheets in a different order and with different pass times.
- Speed Script’s drug utilization review generates the necessary reports to help you provide consultation. Included are drug-disease contraindication reports, drug-drug interactions and drug-allergy screening, federal indicator guideline reviews, and medication side-effect reports.
- Drug therapeutic reviews can be generated by patient or drug class. Reports by patient can provide you a review of the patient’s profile history by therapeutic class. Reports by drug class will list all patients taking specific types of medication.